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NEW PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENT!

COKIN INTRODUCES THE WORLD’S BEST FILTER ADAPTER

NEW PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENT!

EVO Aluminum Filter Adapters Are Here!

Cokin and OmegaBrandess are proud to introduce the latest in finely
machined products for the photo enthusiast. The EVO Filter Adapters are
crafted of aluminum providing impact-resistant strength and rigidity and a
host of well thought out features. Available in L (Z) and M (P) sizes, the EVO
Filter Adapters will look familiar as the core design heralds back to the
original Z-Pro holders introduced by Cokin in 2005. Like the original, you
will find the ability to hold up to 3 Cokin filters and each Adapter comes
with a set of spacers that allows for customizing the configuration the way
you want it. These spacers can accommodate filters up to 4mm thick.
Sections are held together with durable brass screws and nuts which won’t
corrode over time.
But that’s where the similarities end. First of all, this style of filter adapter was
not available in the M (P) size from Cokin before. Then there is the fact that
both versions of the EVO feature a threaded front flange that is ready to accept
a screw in filter, typically a CPL, leaving the slots free to hold your favorite ND
or Graduated filters or both! This thread is 95mm for the M size and 105mm
for the L size.
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Speaking of using ND filters, it is critical to prevent any light from entering
between the filter and the lens when working with 10-stop ND’s such as
the Nuances CMP1024 or CMZ1024. EVO solves that problem with the
built-in gasket that softly hugs the rearmost mounted filter blocking any
extraneous light from effecting the metering.

Mounting the EVO Filter Adapter to your lens is fast and
easy. Required is a Cokin Adapter Ring (M or L series) in the thread size that matches
your lenses. Once screwed into the lens, just slide the Evo Adapter onto the ring until
it snaps into place. This makes it extremely convenient to move the EVO Filter Adapter
from one lens to another. No separate step-down rings required. Although both the M
and L adapters can mount on any existing M (P) or L (Z) series adapter ring, Cokin
recommends that they not be used on lenses with filter sizes larger than 62mm or
95mm respectively, in order to minimize the risk of vignetting the image. This is
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*

PRODUCT SCHEDULED TO BEGIN SHIPPING IN MAY 2017

Catalog #
CBPE01
CBZE01

UPC Code

description

3611531200073
3611531200080

EVO Holder-Aluminum-M (P) Series
EVO Holder-Aluminum-L (Z) Series
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List
$99.99
$148.99

